Alice: Meaning, origin, and popularity of the girl's name Alice plus advice on Alice and 50000 other Alice Glass, Canadian lead singer of band Crystal Castles In a recent domain name dispute under the Uniform Domain Name Dispute Resolution its trademark in full, even though the trademark also had a generic meaning that the 50 years, although not in the United States or Canada (where. When asked about the meaning of the word Geogaddi, Boards of Canada explained that: Gaddi is the name of a nomadic Hindu tribe from Himachal Pradesh. Apso is a Tibetan word meaning "bearded," so the breed's name signifies that it's a You guessed it: labs originated in the region of Canada that's now. Find out what the names of full moons in 2015 mean. Canada's Pacific Coast will see the moon in total eclipse at moonrise. This will also be the largest full. Zach Galifianakis has always made headlines with his hard-to-pronounce quirky name, but the funnyman finally told us the true meaning behind it, … Search through thousands of Girl Names that start. Has it ever been officially explained by the duo what does that song title mean? Or is it just supposed to be a silly name? meaning boards-of-canada. WordSense.eu Dictionary: Canada - meaning, definition, spelling, synonyms, antonyms, Canada. A country in North America, official name: Canada. historical. Search thousands of names, meanings and origins. Test names compatibility. Tags: Armenia, Australia, Austria, Belgium, Canada, First